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1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Background  

1.1.1 Kings Caple is a village and civil parish in south-eastern Herefordshire. The village is 
situated on the spur of a large meander in the River Wye some 12km south east of 
Hereford, and lies within the Wye Valley Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB). 

1.1.2 In October 2014 Carly Tinkler CMLI was commissioned by Kings Caple Parish Council 
to carry out an independent, professional landscape appraisal of several parcels of 
land in and adjacent to the existing settlement. The purpose of the appraisal was to 
establish the landscape sensitivity of these sites and the surrounding areas, and their 
level of capacity to accommodate new development. The findings will be used to guide 
Kings Caple’s Neighbourhood Development Plan (NDP) for the period 2013 – 2031 
and assist with determining the line of the future settlement boundary.  

1.1.3 The main reason why the sensitivity of the landscape is a prime consideration in the 
planning process is the village’s location at the heart of the AONB. The local 
landscape and villagescape character make an important and valuable contribution 
to the overall qualities of the wider AONB, and form an integral part of it. 

1.1.4 AONBs enjoy a high level of protection through local and national planning policy. The 
main purpose of AONB designation is to conserve and enhance the natural beauty of 
the landscape. It should also meet peoples’ need for quiet enjoyment of the 
countryside and have regard for the interests of those who live and work there. New 
development can affect all of these, for better or for worse.  

1.1.5 This designation does not preclude new development per se, but it does mean that 
change, even on a small scale, must be very carefully considered and managed in 
order to avoid unacceptable effects on the landscape, which could reduce its quality 
and value. This could in turn adversely affect other factors, such as tourism and 
inward investment. 

1.1.6 Matters such as planning policy, guidance and the neighbourhood development plan 
process are beyond the scope of this commission, but are set out in detail in the NDP. 
However recent public consultation carried out in the village indicates the value to the 
community of the environment in which they live, and the importance placed by them 
on the need to protect the local landscape and villagescape from adverse effects on 
landscape character and visual amenity.  

1.1.7 The village’s vision statement is “To preserve and enhance the natural beauty and 
historical character of the parish ensuring that any development, within it, is sensitive 
to these qualities and to the surrounding Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and 
contributes to the well-being and prosperity of the whole community”. 

1.1.8 83% of people who responded to the recent residents’ questionnaire thought that 
‘landscaping issues’ should be taken into account in planning new development, and 
85% that development should not be permitted in areas which were inappropriate 
because of ‘landscape considerations’. In order for the NDP to be an effective 
planning tool, these landscape issues and considerations need to be established 
through an evidence-based process which is easy to use and understand, but which 
is robust enough to rely on as part of the planning process, especially when there are 
pressures on the village to accept new development.  

1.1.9 A method has been established for this purpose in recent years called Landscape 
Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment (LSCA). This is an objective, rigorous process 
which is explained in more detail in Section 2. It was agreed with the Parish Council 
that this would be the best way to proceed.  
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1.1.10 In Section 2, the LSCA methodology and processes followed specifically for the Kings 
Caple commission are explained. Section 3 summarises the landscape assessment 
findings, and the results are shown on the Summary Tables of Overall Area Sensitivity & 

Capacity, and the Overall Area Landscape Capacity Plan (Figure 1). Section 4 sets out 
the conclusions and further recommendations.  

1.1.11 The individual site summary sheets are contained in Appendix A, and the criteria used 
to determine levels of Quality, Value, Sensitivity and Capacity are in Appendix B. 

1.1.12 Carly Tinkler is a Chartered Landscape Architect and Environmental Consultant 
based in Malvern, Worcestershire with over 30 years’ experience specialising in 
landscape and environmental assessment. She is very familiar with landscape of the 
area, the village and its history as a result of previous involvement with local appeals 
and assessing potential housing sites for Herefordshire Council.  
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2 Methodology and Process  

 

2.1 Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment  

2.1.1 LSCA is a systematic process providing an objective, impartial and transparent 
system for assessing the sensitivity of the landscape and its capacity to accommodate 
change (usually in the form of social and / or economic expansion), whilst also 
retaining the aspects of the environment that – for a variety of reasons – are valued. 

2.1.2 It has been developed in response to an increasing public interest in, and awareness 
of, what the term ‘landscape’ really means. The diagram below, taken from The 
Countryside Agency and Scottish Natural Heritage’s Landscape Character 
Assessment Guidance for England and Scotland  (2002), illustrates the complex and 
multi-faceted aspects that contribute towards our understanding of landscape, all of 
which need to be considered in a landscape assessment.   

 
2.1.3 The term ‘sensitivity’ in this context means the vulnerability, and level of tolerance of, 

a landscape or area to loss, damage or change. Small changes in a landscape of high 
sensitivity could be very damaging, whereas large changes in a landscape of low 
sensitivity may be acceptable.  

2.1.4 ‘Capacity’ refers to the amount of change a particular landscape type (or area, or 
zone, or individual site, or town / village) can tolerate without there being unacceptable 
adverse effects on its character, or the way that it is perceived, and without 
compromising the values attached to it. It is more likely, but not certain, that a 
landscape of low sensitivity will have a higher capacity to accept change.  
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2.1.5 It is important to note that the assessment of a landscape’s capacity to accept change 
will vary according to the type and nature of change being proposed. The nature of 
the proposed form of change must be defined before undertaking the LSCA. 

2.1.6 LSCAs should be carried out by a qualified professional with experience in the field. 
There is published guidance for LSCA practitioners (Landscape Character 
Assessment Guidance for England and Scotland - Topic Paper 6: Techniques and 
criteria for judging sensitivity and capacity (The Countryside Agency and Scottish 
Natural Heritage 2002)). Whilst this still underpins the overall LSCA approach, over 
time more specific methodologies have evolved for commissions such as this, where 
the findings are required to inform an NDP, for example, and will be used as a tool in 
future planning decisions.  

2.1.7 This LSCA therefore also incorporates published guidance on carrying out Landscape 
and Visual Impact Assessments (Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact 
Assessment (Landscape Institute / Institute of Environmental Assessment) 3rd Edition 
2013), various topic papers published by The Countryside Agency and Scottish 
Natural Heritage in 2002, as well as more up to date information now available on the 
internet including Scottish National Heritage (SNH)’s website, and examples of other 
LSCAs carried out in the UK. 

2.1.8 The LSCA process can be broadly summarised in a series of steps as follows (it 
should be noted that the term ‘landscape’ is used throughout but this includes, where 
appropriate, town and villagescape as well): 

STEP 1 = Define objectives, scope, brief and output of the commission  

STEP 2 = Establish commission-specific methodology and criteria, define study area 
boundary  

STEP 3 = Desktop baseline study to establish constraints, landscape and visual 
amenity value (in terms of designations, guidance and so on) 

STEP 4 = ‘On the ground’ baseline analysis of site and surrounding areas to establish 
landscape character ‘zones’, constraints, landscape character, quality and value, 
visual envelope and quality and value of views  

STEP 5 = Evaluate landscape character sensitivity from baseline study findings  

STEP 6 = Evaluate visual sensitivity 

STEP 7 = Evaluate overall landscape sensitivity to change  

STEP 8 = Evaluate capacity of landscape to accept development (i.e. Landscape 
Value + Overall Landscape Character Sensitivity + Visual Sensitivity = Landscape 
Capacity – see criteria in Appendix B)  

STEP 9 = Consider other relevant factors such as mitigation / restoration / 
enhancement, opportunities, or potential cumulative effects with other development 

STEP 10 = Reporting / publication 

STEP 11 = (Optional) Make further recommendations. For example issues identified 
may require further surveys / studies / clarification; identify any other opportunities, 
projects / initiatives, comment on density of development, design guidance and so on 

STEP 12 = (Optional) Follow up. For example, take forward any of the 
recommendations if required, or present the findings 

2.2 LSCA Process for Kings Caple NDP 

2.2.1 STEPS 1 and 2 were undertaken at the same time, during telephone conversations 
and a meeting with a representative of the Parish Council who explained the 
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commission in more detail and provided various background documents and sources 
of information.  

2.2.2 Kings Caple’s currently expects to have to accommodate a total of twelve new houses 
during the plan period. 

2.2.3 It was agreed that the assessment would adopt a more fine-grained approach than 
the simple three-point ‘traffic light’ capacity scale (red = no development, amber = 
development possible but subject to constraints, and green = development 
acceptable) used in some LSCAs. In this case, the sites’ sensitivity and capacity for 
development (in landscape terms) is graded on a five-point scale from Very High to 
Very Low with the possibility of ‘split’ categories in between, which means that small 
variations in sensitivity and capacity are taken into account and a clear hierarchy 
established. 

2.2.4 The findings were to be presented in the form of a short report, individual site summary 
sheets, and a plan showing the location of the sites and their capacity.  

2.2.5 The commission brief included eleven sites which had already been identified by the 
Parish Council as candidates for the landscape assessment. The basis for the 
selection of these sites was that they were adjacent to the existing settlement edge. 
However if other sites were identified during the assessment which may potentially 
attract interest from commercial developers, they were to be included. Only greenfield 
sites were to be considered at this stage.  

2.2.6 Biodiversity was considered in terms of designated areas at the desktop stage, and 
potentially valuable habitats were noted during the site visits (Step 4). 

2.2.7 The value and sensitivity of heritage assets was also factored in, in terms of the 
assets’ context and setting in line with English Heritage Guidance (for example The 
Setting of Heritage Assets (revised June 2012)). 

2.2.8 The study area boundary was agreed to be the existing settlement boundary together 
with its landscape context. In terms of the visual appraisal, this is what is called the 
‘visual envelope’, i.e. the areas from which the site is visible which generally have an 
influence on, or are influenced by, local landscape character. The study area 
boundary for relevant features of interest such as heritage assets was drawn 
consideration given to the area of influence of the individual feature. 

2.2.9 In most cases, the sites had clearly defined boundaries on all sides, but Sites KC01, 
KC03 and KC06 had undefined boundaries on one side where they formed part of a 
larger field which was clearly beyond scope for development in its entirety. For the 
purpose of the assessment, an indicative dashed line was marked on the plan to show 
the assumed limit of potential development. 

2.2.10 The criteria which have been used to define the levels of landscape quality, value, 
sensitivity and capacity are contained in Appendix B. Not all the criteria need to be 
met in order for a site to be categorised at a certain level: they simply indicate the 
factors which need to be taken into consideration, and professional judgement must 
be applied when deciding which ones are relevant. 

2.2.11 STEP 3 normally entails researching and recording (on maps and in note-form) 
background material such as photographs, historic maps, published reports and 
studies, planning policies, guidance and so on, in order to gain a full understanding of 
the baseline of the area, for example the history of its development; its landscape 
character and natural history; national and / or local landscape designations, 
strategies and policies; cultural heritage; settlement and land use patterns; views; 
public rights of way; recreation; hydrology; and topography; significant vegetation etc. 
in order to establish its value.  
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2.2.12 However, because the village and surrounding area have already been the subject of 
several in-depth studies which are readily available,1 and as the scope of the 
commission was limited by time and resources, the baseline information has not been 
repeated in this report. Instead the findings of the previous studies have been 
summarised and applied to all the sites generally (see Section 3), with a more detailed 
and site-specific description of landscape character and visual amenity given on each 
summary sheet.  

2.2.13 STEP 4 was a combination of driving and walking around the village to assess each 
site, and consulting the desktop information to establish what contribution, if any, the 
factors identified make to the landscape and their quality and value. This part of the 
assessment follows the methodologies mentioned in paras. 2.1.6 and 2.1.7 above.  

2.2.14 STEPS 5 – 10 were completed back at the desk. All the information gathered was 
recorded on the individual site summary sheets. 

2.2.15 It should be noted that the AONB designation confers what is usually categorised at 
a ‘Very High’ level of value and sensitivity, but does not automatically mean that the 
landscape is in good condition or of high quality (although it should be borne in mind 
that these are amongst the reasons that the designation was made in the first place), 
nor that it necessarily has a high sensitivity to change. The purpose of the LSCA is to 
‘go beneath’ these broadly-applied value judgements and consider each site on its 
own merit, although the weight of the designation is still factored in. 

2.2.16 Once the summary sheets are complete and preliminary sensitivity and capacity 
values determined, the information is transferred into summary tables and the overall 
capacity plan. At this point, each site and its level of overall sensitivity and capacity is 
looked at again in the context of the value of the other sites, set out in ascending / 
descending order, to ensure that they have been assessed on a like-for-like basis. 
Professional judgement must be applied at this point: for example, if two sites are of 
equally high capacity, they should be compared, and the level of capacity adjusted if 
it is concluded that they are not of equal potential for development, as defined by the 
criteria.  

2.2.17 As set out above, it does not necessarily follow that sites with high sensitivity have 
high capacity and vice versa: other factors must be considered and again, 
professional judgement applied. For example, sites which are currently in poor 
condition, which may reduce their level of sensitivity, should be assessed for their 
potential for improvement; this could increase sensitivity, especially within the context 
of better quality landscapes in the area. The likelihood and feasibility of such 
improvement taking place also has to be considered. Similarly, if a poor condition site 
performs an important function in the landscape, such as forming part of a setting or 
a strategic gap, its overall sensitivity is likely to be higher, despite its current condition. 

2.2.18 It is also important to note that the levels of capacity given in this LSCA are based on 
the assumption that new residential development would be of very high quality, to 
reflect the fact that it is in an AONB. Lower quality designs would be very likely to 
reduce the level of capacity.  

2.2.19 The results of the assessment are set out on the Site Summary Tables of Overall Area 
Sensitivity and Capacity and the Overall Area Landscape Capacity Plan in Section 3. 

                                                      
1 A draft of Kings Caple’s Neighbourhood Development Plan 2013 – 2031 was available at the time of carrying out 

the landscape appraisal, and much of the background information about the NDP and the village itself can be found 
in that document, along with the 2006 Parish Plan (adopted) and other sources of information such as recent planning 
appeal documents which are available on Herefordshire Council’s website.  
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2.2.20 STEPS 11 and 12 did not form part of this commission, but some recommendations 
are made in Section 4. 

2.2.21 The following section provides a summary of the baseline information and evaluation 
of sensitivity and capacity of each of the individual sites identified.   
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3 Summary of Site Assessments 

 

3.1 Overview 

3.1.1 The locations of the sites are shown on Figure 1.   

3.1.2 As set out in Section 2, certain designations and aspects of character apply to all the 
sites so they are not repeated in the summaries. The key factors include the following: 

 All the sites are covered by the Wye Valley AONB designation 

 All the sites fall within the South Herefordshire and Over Severn National Character 

Area (NCA 104) 

 All the sites fall within the Principal Settled Farmlands county-wide landscape 
character type; however the local area’s character is very complex, this being 
reflected in the fact that several other types converge in this part of the Wye Valley 

 All the sites fall within the AONB Management Plan’s Landscape Management 
Zone LMZ05 Kings Caple Lowlands 

 All the sites display characteristics which make valuable contributions to the 
Special Qualities of the AONB, albeit to varying degrees. 

3.1.3 Although no additional sites were identified during the assessment, Site KC03 was 
subdivided into two (Site KC03A and Site KC03B), as one part of the site had slightly 
greater potential capacity for development that the other.  

3.1.4 The results are summarised below: 

 None of the sites has a Very High or Very Low overall capacity for development  

 One site (KC02) has Moderate / Moderate to High capacity 

 One site (KC11) has Moderate to High capacity 

 One site (KC03B) has Low to Moderate / Moderate capacity 

 Two sites (KC03A and KC05) have Low to Moderate capacity 

 Four sites (KC01, KC06, KC09, and KC10) have Low / Low to Moderate capacity 

 Three sites (KC07, KC08 and KC04) have Low capacity. 

3.1.5 Recommendations for any site-specific mitigation, boundaries, siting etc. are set out 
in Section 4. 

3.1.6 The Site Summary Tables of Overall Area Sensitivity and Capacity, and the Overall 
Area Landscape Capacity Plan, are on the following pages. The individual site 
summary sheets are in Appendix B. 
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Kings Caple NDP Landscape Sensitivity and Capacity Assessment October 2014 

SITE SUMMARY TABLES OF OVERALL SENSITIVITY & CAPACITY (to be read in conjunction with Overall Area Capacity Plan and criteria) 

 
LANDSCAPE CAPACITY COLOUR CODING: 

Very High High Moderate Low Very Low 

 

TABLE 1: SITES IN ORDER OF CAPACITY (HIGH TO LOW) 

Site 
Ref 

Landscape Character 
Sensitivity 

Visual Sensitivity Overall Landscape 
Sensitivity 

Landscape Value Overall Landscape Capacity 

KC02 Moderate  High Low  Moderate Moderate High High Moderate High High 

KC11 Moderate  High High Moderate Mod  Mod High Moderate  High High Moderate  High 

KC03B High  Moderate   High Moderate  High High  Very High Low   Moderate Moderate  

KC03A High  Moderate  High Moderate   High High  Very High Low  Moderate 

KC05 Moderate  High High Moderate  Moderate   High High  Low   Moderate 

KC01 High   Very High Moderate  High High High   Very High Low  Low Moderate 

KC06 High  Very High High High   Very High High  Very High Low  Low Moderate 

KC09 High  Moderate  High High High  Low  Low  Moderate 

KC10 High  Moderate  High High  Low  Low  Moderate 

KC07 High  Very High High  Very High High  Very High High  Very High Low  

KC08 Very High High Very High Very High Low 

KC04 Very High Very High Very High Very High Low 
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LANDSCAPE CAPACITY COLOUR CODING: 

Very High High Moderate Low Very Low 

 

TABLE 2: CAPACITY OF SITES IN ORDER OF SENSITIVITY 

Site 
Ref 

Landscape Character 
Sensitivity 

Visual Sensitivity Overall Landscape 
Sensitivity 

Landscape Value Overall Landscape Capacity 

KC04 Very High Very High Very High Very High Low 

KC08 Very High High Very High Very High Low 

KC06 High  Very High High High   Very High High  Very High Low  Low Moderate 

KC07 High  Very High High  Very High High  Very High High  Very High Low  

KC01 High   Very High Moderate  High High High   Very High Low  Low Moderate 

KC09 High  Moderate  High High High  Low  Low  Moderate 

KC10 High  Moderate  High High  Low  Low  Moderate 

KC02 Moderate  High Low  Moderate Moderate High High Moderate High High 

KC03A High  Moderate  High Moderate   High High  Very High Low  Moderate 

KC03B High  Moderate   High Moderate  High High  Very High Low   Moderate Moderate  

KC05 Moderate  High High Moderate  Moderate   High High  Low   Moderate 

KC11 Moderate  High High Moderate Mod Mod High Moderate  High High Moderate  High 
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LANDSCAPE CAPACITY COLOUR CODING: 

Very High High Moderate Low Very Low 

 

TABLE 3: CAPACITY OF SITES IN ORDER OF ASSESSMENT 

Site 
Ref 

Landscape Character 
Sensitivity 

Visual Sensitivity Overall Landscape 
Sensitivity 

Landscape Value Overall Landscape Capacity 

KC01 High   Very High Moderate  High High High   Very High Low  Low Moderate 

KC02 Moderate  High Low  Moderate Moderate High High Moderate High High 

KC03A High  Moderate  High Moderate   High High  Very High Low  Moderate 

KC03B High  Moderate   High Moderate  High High  Very High Low   Moderate Moderate  

KC04 Very High Very High Very High Very High Low 

KC05 Moderate  High High Moderate  Moderate   High High  Low   Moderate 

KC06 High  Very High High High   Very High High  Very High Low  Low Moderate 

KC07 High  Very High High  Very High High  Very High High  Very High Low  

KC08 Very High High Very High Very High Low 

KC09 High  Moderate  High High High  Low  Low  Moderate 

KC10 High  Moderate  High High  Low  Low  Moderate 

KC11 Moderate  High High Moderate Mod  Mod High Moderate  High High Moderate  High 
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4 Conclusions and Recommendations 

 

4.1 Conclusions  

4.1.1 In the UK today there is an urgent need to build new houses. In 2007 the Government 
set a target of increasing the supply of housing to 240,000 additional homes per year 
by 2016. Recently, the National Housing and Planning Advice Unit advised that up to 
290,500 additional homes may be needed in each year to 2031, although this 
requirement is not uniform across the regions. 

4.1.2 Every city, town and village is under pressure to find suitable sites for future housing 
development, which often requires looking afresh at their existing settlement 
boundaries.  

4.1.3 A settlement boundary is defined as the dividing line or boundary between areas of 
built / urban development (the settlement) and non-urban or rural development (the 
countryside). 

4.1.4 Boundaries are usually drawn around whatever is determined to be the integral core 
of a settlement. Typically included within the settlement boundary are existing 
employment areas, community facilities and services, and the bulk of a settlement’s 
‘housing stock’. Land outside a settlement boundary is defined as ‘open countryside’ 
and is usually oriented towards agriculture, tourism or outdoor recreational uses, 
although it may include parts of gardens, orchards, paddocks and other land not 
normally perceived as ‘countryside’.  

4.1.5 In planning terms there is a presumption in favour of built development within the 
settlement boundary whereas, beyond the boundary in open countryside, 
development is much more tightly controlled. The purpose of the settlement boundary 
is to act as a distinct boundary between these areas, determining where certain types 
of development may be acceptable and where protection of land is required, for a 
wide variety of reasons. 

4.1.6 Protection of landscape character and visual amenity is one of the key factors to be 
considered in the location of settlement boundaries, especially if, like Kings Caple, 
the landscape is designated as an AONB. Whilst the local community places its own 
value on the landscape within which it lives and works on a daily basis, there are also 
wider considerations to take into account, such as the possibility of inappropriate 
development having adverse effects on tourism and the knock-on effect on the local 
economy. 

4.1.7 As set out in Section 2, understanding the area’s landscape character, and the 
contribution the individual sites make to that character, is a fundamental part of the 
process of determining the settlement boundary. 

4.1.8 The LSCA has determined the potential landscape capacity for development of eleven 
individual sites in and around the village. It is up to the community to decide where to 
‘draw the line’ in terms of what level of capacity is considered appropriate for new 
development (the criteria in Appendix B should be consulted), and much will depend 
on future planning applications and the number of houses built during the plan period. 
It may be agreed in principle, for example, that sites with a capacity of Moderate and 
higher could be considered for development, ideally brought forward in order of their 
level of capacity (normally highest first); and that sites below the Moderate category 
(i.e. any site with the grading ‘Low’, whether in whole or in part) should not.   

4.2 Recommendations 

4.2.1 Issues such as housing density, layout, design and character of built development, 
detailed landscaping, materials, access, sustainability and so on are not within the 
scope of this appraisal but are highly relevant. They could be the subject of future 
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area-specific design parameters, applying guidance available from national and local 
sources (see below). 

4.2.2 Generally, the LSCA identified the need to establish strong, defensible boundaries 
where future development sites abut open countryside. These boundaries will define 
not only the long-term physical edge of the settlement, but also its character, so 
should reflect local landscape characteristics (locally-occurring native species and 
traditional forms of management, for example). When planning applications are 
submitted these matters need to be covered in detail, especially how the long-term 
management of landscape elements and features will be secured. 

4.2.3 In the case of sites such as KC03A, if a new boundary line is to be established, it 
should reflect local and historical landscape patterns.  

4.2.4 Specific recommendations were made for Site KC11, as it was judged to be of 
Moderate to High capacity and thus warranted more detailed observations. It was 
concluded that built form should be confined to a single depth of plot in linear form 
along the lanes in order to avoid an uncharacteristic ‘cluster’ at the north-western end 
of the village, and should be single-storey to reflect the style of houses to the south 
and minimise adverse visual effects. 

4.2.5 In addition, the mature vegetation on the boundary of Site KC11 currently provides a 
high level of screening which reduces the potential for adverse landscape and visual 
effects, but if lost, the significance of effects could rise (see also 4.2.7 (vii) below). 

4.2.6 The appraisal only considered residential development only. The LSCA could be used 
as the basis of studies to assess the capacity of the village and surrounding area to 
accommodate other forms of development such as employment / commercial and 
food / energy production. 

4.2.7 Future village planning-related initiatives and projects could be considered which 
might involve the local community. Suggestions include: 

i. Collecting, collating, recording and archiving all the existing information about the 
village and surrounding area for future reference 

ii. Recording both baseline and assessment information on maps and spreadsheets 
which means that it can easily be updated in the future if anything changes (from 
policy to the built development and natural features), especially during the plan 
period. This could be a collaborative project between the techno-savvy 
youngsters and the older members of the village who enjoy doing research and 
are familiar with, or interested in, the village history and natural resources. 
Knowledge tends to flow both ways 

iii. Producing digital versions of the maps using a system such as a Geographic 
Information System (GIS) to create separate layers of information which can be 
superimposed and analysed. As with the baseline information, this can be 
modified over time and built on by the local community 

iv. Using the findings as part of the local educational resource. They can also be 
used in the longer term as a tool for community consultation and participation, for 
example through updating and modifying the baseline 

v. Identifying sources of funding for local projects and initiatives 

vi. Identifying key views in and out of the village, and adding this information to the 
rest. The LSCA noted several key views in relation to the sites, and also made 
use of information from the recent planning inquiry into polytunnel development 
in the village, as several key views were identified during those studies. However, 
as a project for the community, it could involve walking footpaths, taking 
photographs, possibly grading the quality of the views in accordance with the 
LSCA criteria, and recording and publishing the findings  
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vii. Producing Village Tree Strategy / Guidance: often, in landscape assessment, a 
great deal of reliance is placed on vegetation to screen new development. This 
can help reduce adverse effects and thus increase potential development 
capacity. However, many pests and diseases are now affecting both native and 
ornamental tree species in the UK, sometimes with devastating effects on the 
landscape and the biodiversity it supports. A Tree Watch Group could be set up 
to identify, map and observe key vegetation and record any signs of disease and 
/ or decline. This could help guide future planning applications, especially 
landscape proposals, mitigation and long-term management 

viii. Providing sources of information and advice on land management, conservation 
and enhancement (especially where activities such as intensive agriculture and 
horse-keeping have eroded natural boundaries) 

ix. Identifying and improving Village Gateways: there are several important 
gateways into the village which could be improved through management, 
landscaping, treatment of signage, lighting etc. 

x. In conjunction with landowners, developing proposals for management and 
enhancement where local environmental improvements could result in benefits 
to both the local and wider landscape (see for example Site KC07)  

xi. Producing site-specific design guidance in line with village-wide strategies 

xii. Producing a Village Green Infrastructure Strategy: ‘GI’ is an important factor in 
land use planning. It provides many social, economic and environmental benefits, 
often close to where people live and work, including: places for outdoor relaxation 
and play, access to nature and habitats for wildlife; climate change adaptation - 
for example flood attenuation, water resource management and cooling urban 
heat islands; a landscape setting and context for development; energy production 
and conservation; local food production - in allotments, gardens and through 
agriculture and improved health and wellbeing – lowering stress levels and 
providing opportunities for exercise; and a resource for environmental education. 
It is the connectivity between all of these which underpins GI. It should be 
provided as an integral part of all new development, alongside other infrastructure 
such as utilities and transport networks 

xiii. The European Commission has adopted a strategy for GI to ensure that ‘the 
enhancement of natural processes becomes a systematic part of spatial 
planning'.  The Commission's strategy will focus on promoting GI in the main 
policy areas including land use. It would be wise to consider GI at this point in the 
preparation of Kings Caple’s NDP if it has not already been factored in. The LSCA 
can assist with this, as key GI assets are ‘captured’ during the assessment 
process. Again, this could help control future planning applications, as local GI 
assets would have to be taken into account at an early stage in the process (see 
for example 
http://www.landscapeinstitute.org/PDF/Contribute/LocalGreenInfrastructureweb
version_002.pdf) 

xiv. Ecosystem Services (ESs) are another area for consideration during the planning 
process. ESs are the services provided by nature that benefit people; they are 
part of the wider integrated ecosystem approach which also includes the other 
key elements of involving people and valuing the natural environment in decision 
making. More information about ESs and their relevance to the AONB and Kings 
Caple in particular can be found in the Wye Valley AONB Management Plan 
(currently draft 2014 – 2019). 

4.2.5 In order for it to be of the most use to the village, the LSCA process for Kings Caple 
has involved developing and applying evolving (and some new) methodologies and 
criteria. Feedback from the community on the LSCA is therefore welcomed as it will 
help to shape future assessments of this type. Feedback can be via the Parish Council 

http://www.landscapeinstitute.org/PDF/Contribute/LocalGreenInfrastructurewebversion_002.pdf
http://www.landscapeinstitute.org/PDF/Contribute/LocalGreenInfrastructurewebversion_002.pdf
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representatives, or directly to the author of this report (carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk). 
Thank you. 

 
 
 
 
 
Carly Tinkler 31st October 2014 
 
 
  

mailto:carlytinkler@hotmail.co.uk
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SITE REF: KC01 Location: Adjacent northern and eastern edges of settlement 

Key baseline features & potential constraints in study area: 

 AONB (site & surrounding area) 

 Significant cultural associations & area important for tourism 

 River Wye SSSI / SAC / SWS 

 SAM (tump) in village 

 Grade I listed church & Grade II buildings in village 

 Conservation Area & Grade I church at Hoarwithy 

 Herefordshire Trail runs through village 

 Public rights of way through / around village   

 Unregistered historic parks and gardens around village 

  Line of Roman road runs through village  

 

Other issues:  

Description of site & immediate surroundings:  

Area with undefined boundary but part of large, sloping, featureless arable field with lanes along N and W boundaries, fields to the 
SE and E, and relatively recent residential development across lane to W, and to the S. 

As the whole field would not be developed it is assumed that the site area is along the E side of the lane on the field’s W boundary, 
possibly extending part way along the S boundary. 

Field forms integral part of distinctive traditional local landscape pattern of small-scale agricultural fields surrounding village with 
late Medieval farms and historic parkland influencing setting. Local landscape zone characterised by sparsely-scattered settlement 
(beyond village), planned, sub-regular hedgerow boundaries, diverse landuse and landcover which form ‘rich patchwork’ typical of 
the Principal Settled Farmland landscape character type. Moderately tranquil.   

Field lies on high ground at the centre of the spur, in rural open countryside. Hedgerow boundaries in fair to good condition (with 
scope for improvement), with robust, tall, mature vegetation along S boundary forming distinct edge to settlement and separating 
field from it. W boundary of field associated with single-storey post-WWII properties which have extended the village to the NW. 
Field previously subdivided but enlarged to present shape by early 20th C.  

Apart from on boundaries, little or no vegetation of note; limited opportunities for biodiversity in field but hedges important. Locally, 
landscape elements and features in relatively good condition contributing to landscape and scenic quality of AONB. Very limited 
tolerance of change. 

Landscape Character Sensitivity =  High to Very High 

Visual Sensitivity:  

Site’s visual envelope to N and E limited by topography to lane along ridge at Pen-allt though Capler Camp visible on skyline. Mature 
vegetation on S boundary screens site from village but visible from lane & residential properties to W, and through gateways / gaps 
along lane to N. Potentially visible from PRoW to SE. 

Also potential for views of higher parts of field from PRoW W of river near Red Rail, from VPs in Sellack and Baysham to S & SE, 
and from PRsoW on high ground to the N (e.g. near Kilforge). Visual receptors include tourists visiting the AONB who are of very 
high sensitivity.  

Site does not lie within any KEY VIEW corridors and has limited intervisibility with heritage assets but makes important contribution 
to rural and historic character, setting and context of village and wider AONB. 

Visual Sensitivity = Moderate to High  

Overall Landscape Sensitivity: High  Landscape Value = High to Very High  

Landscape Capacity:  

Limited effects on designated features, heritage assets & local PRsoW. However development of site would extend village beyond 
traditional core into open countryside, exacerbating effect of existing residential extension which is not characteristic. Lies beyond 
clearly-defined edge of settlement to S. Visual effects from key VPs to W and SW unlikely to be adversely affected due to intervening 
built form along lane, and views from high ground to N too far away to see effects of change.  But would result in unacceptable 
change in local landscape character, even if smaller portion of field considered, and likely to give rise to unacceptable adverse 
effects on AONB.   

Landscape Capacity = Low / Low to Moderate  

Landscape Character 
Sensitivity 

Visual Sensitivity Overall Landscape 
Sensitivity 

Landscape Value Overall Landscape 
Capacity 

High to Very High Moderate to High High High to Very High 
Low  Low Mod 

Comments:  
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SITE REF: KC02 Location: In central part of village, northern edge of settlement 

Key baseline features & potential constraints in study area: 

 AONB (site & surrounding area) 

 Significant cultural associations & area important for tourism 

 River Wye SSSI / SAC / SWS 

 SAM (tump) in village 

 Grade I listed church & Grade II buildings in village 
 

 Conservation Area & Grade I church at Hoarwithy 

 Herefordshire Trail runs along lane on site’s S boundary 

 Public rights of way through / around village 

 Unregistered historic parks and gardens around village 

 Line of Roman road runs through village 

 

Other issues: Part of site is PPG17 site (school playing field) 

Description of site & immediate surroundings:  

Site is small field currently used by school as playing field, with greenhouses on S part of site adjacent to property (off-site), N of 
lane. Residential to W, S and SE boundaries with arable fields to N (Site KC01) and E (Site KC03).  

Very discrete area on SW-facing slope of spur, below main ridge to NE. Field now closely associated with settlement, being 
separated from open countryside to N by robust, tall, mature vegetation. Also good, mature vegetation on all other boundaries, 
including fine mature trees, which contribute to villagescape character. They are distinctive landscape features in good condition. 
W part of site was once orchard associated with property. 

Local landscape zone characterised by villagescape which is mixture of 19th C and modern architecture with school along lane to 
E. Several detractors in vicinity (telegraph poles, parking areas, ornamental planting, poor-quality road-frontage treatment etc.) 
which combine to give a low to moderate level of condition and quality, although localised and do not reduce value of wider area. 
Vegetation on site likely to provide habitats for wildlife. This part of the village has already experienced a high degree of change in 
character which has reduced its sensitivity to certain types of development.  

Landscape Character Sensitivity =  Moderate to High  

Visual Sensitivity:  

The site has a very tight visual envelope due to the dense mature vegetation on its boundaries, and although adjacent properties 
and the school may have views in, the only public view of (part of) the site is from the lane (which is route of Herefordshire Trail, 
many receptors along which are of very high sensitivity). Effectiveness of screening may reduce in winter when there is no leaf 
cover. Site does not lie within any KEY VIEW corridors and has little or no intervisibility with heritage assets. 

Visual Sensitivity = Low to Moderate 

Overall Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate to High  Landscape Value = High  

Landscape Capacity:  

Unlikely to give rise to adverse effects on designated features or heritage assets due to lack of intervisibility and association. Views 
from Herefordshire Trail could be affected by new access and houses. Whilst this would be in the context of existing residential 
development and the mixed (in places low to moderate) quality and condition of this part of the village, high quality design is assumed 
as the benchmark for AONBs.  

Development on the site would slightly increase the size of the village but not to an unacceptable degree as it is closely associated 
with the heart of the residential area and would not extend beyond the northern edge already established to the west. New houses 
could be absorbed without affecting the overall value and quality of the local landscape or that of the AONB. However there is the 
potential for localised adverse effects on villagescape character and biodiversity through loss of boundary vegetation and mature 
trees.  

Landscape Capacity = Moderate / Moderate to High 

Landscape Character 
Sensitivity 

Visual Sensitivity Overall Landscape 
Sensitivity 

Landscape Value Overall Landscape 
Capacity 

Moderate to High Low to Moderate Moderate to High High  Mod Mod High 

Comments: Trees on site and along boundaries should be retained and protected, especially as they form a clear, strong edge to 

the north side of the village. However also note that it is not wise to place reliance on trees for screening in the long-term due to 
increase in pests and diseases which kill many native species. On this site, landscape effects of such loss may not be significant 
due to the limited extent of its influence beyond the village of the site, but this should still be considered if site comes forward 
(arboricultural and ecological surveys / assessments should be carried out at an early stage in the process, and mitigation built in). 

Note potential loss of playing field provision (not included in assessment). 
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SITE REF: KC03 Location: At north-eastern edge of village 

Key baseline features & potential constraints in study area: 

 AONB (site & surrounding area) 

 Significant cultural associations & area important for tourism 

 River Wye SSSI / SAC / SWS 

 SAM (tump) in village 

 Grade I listed church & Grade II buildings in village 

 Conservation Area & Grade I church at Hoarwithy 

 Herefordshire Trail runs through village (and along lane c. 
30m S of site) 

 Public rights of way through / around village and crossing site  

 Unregistered historic parks and gardens around village 

 Line of Roman road runs through village 

Other issues: Pond off-site to E = may have potential for great crested newts (EPS) 

Description of site & immediate surroundings:  

Area with undefined boundary but potentially whole or part of sloping arable / grass field on S side of spur and N side of lane at 
eastern gateway to village. Traditional brick cottage to E associated with farm (mix of old stone and modern agricultural buildings in 
small complex), and school / residential to SW. Grassed field (Site KC02) to W and open countryside (predominantly arable and 
soft fruit with much grown under polytunnels) to N, NE and E beyond the farm. South of lane opposite site is a modern housing 
estate which extends to W; adjacent to this to the SE of the site is an old orchard (Site KC04), with the grounds of Poulstone Court 
(Unregistered Historic Park and Garden) just beyond. To the SE the landscape opens up with extensive framed panorama across 
high quality, unsettled AONB landscape to hills SE of Ross on skyline.  

Field forms integral part of distinctive traditional local landscape pattern of small-scale agricultural fields surrounding village with late 
Medieval farms and historic parkland influencing setting. W half of field shown as orchard on old maps. Local landscape zone 
characterised to N and E of site by sparsely-scattered settlement, planned, sub-regular hedgerow boundaries, diverse landuse and 
landcover which form ‘rich patchwork’ typical of the Principal Settled Farmland landscape character type. The S part of the site along 
the lane is a more ‘discrete’ parcel of land more closely associated with village character zone: urbanising influences to the SW and 
W, and remnants of 19th / early 20th C buildings and landscapes to the SE. 

S part of site functions as small but locally important gap on the E side of village between farm and school, and separates them. 
The whole site contributes to the rural context and setting of the village, with views across farmland to ridge at Pen-allt. Boundaries 
in mixed condition: good, mature vegetation to W and N, good hedge along lane, and fine clump of mature trees around pond 
between site and farm. Hedges eroded / lost to SW and E. Apart from on boundaries, little or no vegetation of note; limited 
opportunities for biodiversity in field but hedges important. Some detractors in vicinity (polytunnels, modern farm paraphernalia, 
telegraph poles, domestic frontages) but fewer than further to W along lane. Beyond, landscape elements and features in good 
condition contributing to landscape and scenic quality of AONB. Limited tolerance of change. 

Landscape Character Sensitivity =  High 

Visual Sensitivity:  

Site’s visual envelope to N and E limited by topography to lane along ridge at Pen-allt, and elsewhere by topography, built form and 
vegetation except at close quarters. PRoW crossing site, part of network linking Herefordshire Trail to Wye Valley Walk and valuable 
GI asset for community. Visual receptors include tourists visiting the AONB who are of very high sensitivity. Site within local KEY 
VIEW from lane to S (part Herefordshire Trail route) across rural open countryside to N, and is locally important rural gap.  Site 
makes locally important visual contribution to rural and historic character, setting and context of village and wider AONB. 

Visual Sensitivity = Moderate to High  

Overall Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate to High  Landscape Value = High to Very High  

Landscape Capacity:  

Unlikely to give rise to adverse effects on designated features or heritage assets due to lack of intervisibility and association. Views 
from Herefordshire Trail only affected for short section, and seen in context of existing residential development and mixed-condition 
villagescape. Users of PRoW crossing site (key link in wider network) significantly affected.  Development of whole site (E boundary 
assumed to be point N of farm) would unacceptably extend village into open countryside and would result in unacceptable change 
in character, likely to give rise to unacceptable adverse effects on landscape, villagescape and AONB.  

Would also close locally important rural gap and result in loss of open KEY VIEW from village, and coalescence between school 
and farm. However, these effects are not likely to be highly significant in the context of the wider area and AONB and if S part of the 
site only developed, there is potential for mitigation through sensitive design especially landscaping.  

It is suggested that Site 3 is subdivided into Site 3A (larger, N part of site) and Site 3B (S part of site adjacent to lane). Levels of 
capacity are different for each one: 

Landscape Capacity Site 3A: = Low to Moderate  

Landscape Capacity Site 3B: = Low to Moderate / Moderate *  

 

[Ctd on next page] 
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SITE KC03A 

Landscape Character 
Sensitivity 

Visual Sensitivity Overall Landscape 
Sensitivity 

Landscape Value Overall Landscape 
Capacity 

High  Moderate to High Moderate to High  High to Very High 
Low  Moderate 

SITE KC03B 

Landscape Character 
Sensitivity 

Visual Sensitivity Overall Landscape 
Sensitivity 

Landscape Value Overall Landscape 
Capacity 

High  Moderate to High Moderate to High  High to Very High Low  Mod Mod * 

Comments:  

* Could potentially rise to Moderate with mitigation. A strong vegetated boundary (native hedge) should be established along the N 
boundary of the site (i.e. KC03B).  

PRoW across Site KC03B would be affected but is end of PRoW at entrance to village so effects not significant so long as sensitively 
treated.  

If site KC03A ever brought forward for development would recommend restricting site boundary to W of PRoW and building in strong 
landscape buffer zone in between.   
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SITE REF: KC04 Location: At eastern edge of settlement 

Key baseline features & potential constraints in study area: 

 AONB (site & surrounding area) 

 Significant cultural associations & area important for tourism 

 River Wye SSSI / SAC / SWS 

 SAM (tump) in village 

 Grade I listed church & Grade II buildings in village 
 

 Conservation Area & Grade I church at Hoarwithy 

 Herefordshire Trail runs along site’s W boundary 

 Public rights of way through / around village 

 Unregistered historic parks and gardens around village 

 Line of Roman road runs through village 

 Entire site is UK BAP Priority Habitat (traditional orchard) 

Other issues: 

Description of site & immediate surroundings:  

Site is an extensive old orchard with standing trees over grazed, gently undulating pasture and is a registered UK BAP Priority 
Habitat. Traditional orchards are a vital part of the County’s heritage, biodiversity and landscape (especially historic landscape) 
character, and a most important and valuable resource in all respects. Was part of more extensive orchards around village in 19th 
C. It forms the W side of a larger field but no trees on E side (and no boundary between them).  

Situated in open countryside at gateway to village (S of Site KC03), with modern residential development to W (on other side of 
PRoW) and a property adjacent to W.  Farm complex at E end of village to N of site, and the grounds of Poulstone Court 
(Unregistered Historic Park and Garden (URHPG)) are c. 70m away at closest point (site is intervisible with parkland and forms part 
of Court’s setting in context of village).  

Although landscape around site is more enclosed to N and W, to the SE, it opens up with extensive framed panorama across high 
quality, unsettled AONB landscape to hills SE of Ross on skyline. 

Field forms integral part of distinctive traditional local landscape pattern of small-scale fields surrounding village with late Medieval 
farms and historic parkland influencing setting. Local landscape zone characterised by village edge, remnant orchard, pasture and 
historic parkland, with intensively-farmed fields on Wye Valley slopes to S. Planned, sub-regular hedgerow boundaries, diverse 
landuse and landcover which form ‘rich patchwork’ typical of the Principal Settled Farmland landscape character type. Moderately 
tranquil.   

Vegetation (mainly hedges) along lane and field boundaries in good condition but poor along residential boundary to W.  

Site of high scenic quality making highly valuable contribution to both local and wider AONB landscape. High aesthetic and 
perceptual value. Few if any detractors looking SE from lane. Extremely limited tolerance of change.  

Landscape Character Sensitivity =  Very High 

Visual Sensitivity:  

Site’s visual envelope to W. N and E limited by topography, built form and vegetation, but from lane across site to SE, at eastern 
gateway to village, fine panorama opens up forming KEY VIEW. Visual receptors include tourists visiting AONB who are of very 
high sensitivity.  

Site has limited intervisibility with heritage assets in village to W, but is intervisible with Poulstone Court and URHPG. Makes very 
important contribution to rural and historic character, setting and context of village and wider AONB. 

Visual Sensitivity = Very High  

Overall Landscape Sensitivity: Very High  Landscape Value = Very High  

Landscape Capacity:  

Development on this site is not appropriate because of its status as a UK BAP habitat and the adverse effects arising from its loss, 
but there are also several other constraints, and potential for possibly significant adverse effects on both local and AONB landscape 
character and visual amenity: 

 Would extend village beyond traditional core into open countryside  

 Village gateway function of site is important: loss of traditional village setting 

 Loss of KEY VIEW across high quality AONB landscape out of village 

 Adverse effects on setting of Poulstone Court URHPG 

 Would result in change in traditional field pattern and loss of characteristic elements & features 

 Adverse effects not possible to mitigate 
Landscape Capacity = Very Low to Low 

Landscape Character 
Sensitivity 

Visual Sensitivity Overall Landscape 
Sensitivity 

Landscape Value Overall Landscape 
Capacity 

Very High Very High Very High Very High Low 

Comments: UK BAP Priority Habitat orchards are protected by HC’s UDP policy NC6 (and the NPPF) and URHPGs by UDP policy 

LA4 
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SITE REF: KC05 Location: At south-eastern edge of village 

Key baseline features & potential constraints in study area: 

 AONB (site & surrounding area) 

 Significant cultural associations & area important for tourism 

 River Wye SSSI / SAC / SWS 

 SAM (tump) in village 

 Grade I listed church & Grade II buildings in village 

 Conservation Area & Grade I church at Hoarwithy 

 Herefordshire Trail (PRoW) along site’s W boundary 

 Public rights of way through / around village 

 Unregistered historic parks and gardens around village 

 Line of Roman road runs through village 

 

Other issues:  

Description of site & immediate surroundings:  

Site is a small rectangular field / paddock possibly associated with 20th C. property to N. Site was formerly one of the many small 
fields in the village but enlarged in 19th C. 

Local landscape zone characterised by transition between old village remnant landscape to N and intensively-farmed arable land   
to S (field S of site carved out of what were old orchards and resulting in loss of traditional field pattern and landcover), sloping down 
to the river. To the W is open countryside, agricultural fields which have mostly retained original shapes. Moderately tranquil.   

Old orchard (Site KC04) on site’s E boundary with good hedge in between. The S and W boundaries are also good hedges (the S 
hedge probably modern). Property to N of site set in large garden with several good, mature trees including ornamentals.  

Locally, landscape elements and features in relatively good condition contributing to landscape and scenic quality of AONB. Limited 
tolerance of change. 

Landscape Character Sensitivity =  Moderate to High / High  

Visual Sensitivity:  

Site’s visual envelope limited by topography, vegetation and built form from most directions apart from VPs to the SW and S - 
development visible from VPs in these directions although would be read against the context of the existing settlement edge.  

Likely to be visible from PRoW (Herefordshire Trail – users may be high sensitivity receptors) running from N to S just W of the site, 
and from some nearly residential properties.  

Site does not lie within any KEY VIEW corridors and has limited intervisibility with heritage assets. It makes a moderate contribution 
to rural and historic character, setting and context of village and wider AONB. 

Visual Sensitivity = Moderate  

Overall Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate to High  Landscape Value = High  

Landscape Capacity:  

Limited effects on designated features and heritage assets including Poulstone Court URHPG due to lack of intervisibility.  Some 
adverse effects possible on users of Herefordshire Trail although not significant in existing villagescape context. However 
development would extend village into open countryside forming ‘island’ extension with property to N of site. Although relatively 
small scale, and effects not likely to be highly significant, this would still result in unacceptable change in land- and villagescape 
character, being out of keeping with existing settlement pattern. This could potentially give rise to unacceptable adverse effects on 
AONB. Potential for indirect adverse effects on wildlife in adjacent orchard (UK BAP Habitat) – human activity and noise, lighting, 
predatory domestic pets, dumping litter over boundary fences, uprooting hedges and trees. 

Landscape Capacity = Low  to Moderate 

Landscape Character 
Sensitivity 

Visual Sensitivity Overall Landscape 
Sensitivity 

Landscape Value Overall Landscape 
Capacity 

Moderate to High /  
High 

Moderate  Moderate to High High  Low   Moderate 

Comments:  
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SITE REF: KC06 Location: On southern side of village 

Key baseline features & potential constraints in study area: 

 AONB (site & surrounding area) 

 Significant cultural associations & area important for tourism 

 River Wye SSSI / SAC / SWS 

 SAM (tump) in village c. 200m to W 

 Grade I listed church c. 270m NW of site 

 Grade II buildings in village 

 Conservation Area & Grade I church at Hoarwithy 

 Herefordshire Trail (PRoW) runs along site’s E boundary 

 Public rights of way through / around village 

 Unregistered historic parks and gardens around village 

 Line of Roman road runs through village 

Other issues:  

Description of site & immediate surroundings:  

Site comprises N parts of two larger fields S of, and adjacent to, 20th C. housing estate on land S of road through village, E of 
crossroads. Site area to N, E and W defined by existing field boundaries, but no physical boundary to S and assumption is that an 
arbitrary boundary would need to be drawn to form the S boundary: see Capacity section below. Fields are currently in agricultural 
use, and divided by old, mature hedgerow with several good, escaped mature trees.  Small cluster of residential properties (listed 
building plus modern houses) along lane to SW.   

Fields are in open countryside on S facing Wye Valley slopes, and form integral part of distinctive traditional local landscape pattern 
of small-scale agricultural fields surrounding village with late Medieval farms and historic parkland influencing setting. Also influence 
on wider AONB landscape due to aspect of slope towards Wye, Herefordshire Trail & Sellack (also Caradoc Court (URHPG) on S 
side of river). Local landscape zone characterised by sparsely-scattered settlement (beyond village), planned, sub-regular hedgerow 
boundaries, diverse landuse and landcover which form ‘rich patchwork’ typical of the Principal Settled Farmland landscape character 
type. Site also influenced by typically unsettled Riverside Meadows landscape type to S. Typically limited tree cover in zone. Fields 
have retained original field patterns apart from ‘bite’ from enlarged field to SE and also enlarged fields to immediate W and  SE. 
Moderately tranquil.   

Point of access not clear, but potentially off lane to W which is very narrow with good native hedges on both sides.   

Hedgerow boundaries to W and E in good condition but boundary to residential gardens poor. Apart from on boundaries, little or no 
vegetation of note; limited opportunities for biodiversity in fields but hedges important. Locally, landscape elements and features in 
relatively good condition contributing to landscape and scenic quality of AONB. Very limited tolerance of change. 

Landscape Character Sensitivity =  High to Very High 

Visual Sensitivity:  

Site’s visual envelope to W, N and E limited by topography, built form and vegetation but panoramic open views to S and visib le 
from highly sensitive AONB VPs in this sector including Caradoc Court URHPG and Sellack Church. Visible from PRsoW including 
Herefordshire Trail to SE and E of site (on E boundary). Visual receptors include tourists visiting the AONB who are of very high 
sensitivity.  

Site lies within KEY VIEW corridor towards village from Sellack and Caradoc Court to S. Limited intervisibility with heritage assets 
although Caple Tump SAM is c. 200m to W. Site makes important contribution to rural and historic character, setting and context of 
village and wider AONB. 

Visual Sensitivity = High  

Overall Landscape Sensitivity: High to Very High  Landscape Value = High to Very High  

Landscape Capacity:  

Limited effects on designated features and heritage assets although lack of intervisibility relies in part on screening vegetation which 
cannot be relied on in the long term due to increase of pests and diseases which are killing native trees.  However development of 
site would extend village into open countryside, exacerbating effect of existing housing estate which is not characteristic. Lies 
beyond clear S edge of settlement. Would result in unacceptable change in character, even if S boundary of site drawn close to 
settlement. Likely to give rise to unacceptable adverse effects on AONB.  Development would further disturb the existing field pattern 
and although it would be read in context of existing settlement behind, would unacceptably increase scale of built development to 
the S of the village where there is very limited tolerance of change. Adverse effects on users of PRsoW including Herefordshire Trail 
likely.  

If lane to W is only means of access, development may not be feasible due to narrow width. Likely to require transport comments. 
If feasible, could still lead to adverse effects on character of lane. 

Landscape Capacity = Low / Low to Moderate 

Landscape Character 
Sensitivity 

Visual Sensitivity Overall Landscape 
Sensitivity 

Landscape Value Overall Landscape 
Capacity 

High to Very High High High to Very High High to Very High 
Low  Low Mod 

Comments:  
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SITE REF: KC07 Location: On south side of historic central core of village 

Key baseline features & potential constraints in study area: 

 AONB (site & surrounding area) 

 Significant cultural associations & area important for tourism 

 River Wye SSSI / SAC / SWS 

 SAM (tump) adjacent W boundary of site  

 Grade I listed church  c. W of site 

 Grade II buildings on N side of lane along site’s N boundary 
 

 Conservation Area & Grade I church at Hoarwithy 

 Herefordshire Trail along site’s N boundary and PRoW along 
S boundary 

 Public rights of way through / around village 

 Unregistered historic parks and gardens around village 

 Line of Roman road runs through village 

Other issues: Ponds on-site and off-site to NE = may have potential for great crested newts (EPS) 

Description of site & immediate surroundings:  

Site is field on S side of lane through village, in prominent location on highest part of spur and integral part of historic core, although 
key element of character is rural open countryside. Very close to highly sensitive cultural assets which make significant contribution 
to AONB: SAM on W boundary, Grade I church just along lane to W, Grade II listed buildings opposite N of lane, Herefordshire Trail 
along lane to N. Popular tourist destination within AONB. Also directly opposite Caradoc URHPG S of river on high ground.  

Field currently used for grazing horses with general erosion of landscape elements & features, landcover, field boundaries etc. (but 
with scope for improvement). On 1839 tithe map two fields collectively called “orchards before the house”, suggesting they were 
recognised as forming setting to Kings Caple Court opposite (garden wall also Grade II listed). Now modern residential properties 
to SW, E and NE but these have limited influence on character of site which retains its integrity despite loss of quality and condition. 
Site forms a locally very important green gap between modern residential development to the E and the SAM and church to the W.   

Field forms integral part of distinctive traditional local landscape pattern of small-scale agricultural fields surrounding village with 
late Medieval farms and historic parkland influencing setting. Local landscape zone characterised by sparsely-scattered settlement 
(beyond village) to S, planned, sub-regular hedgerow boundaries to SW but enlarged fields to immediate S and moderate quality 
and condition in these areas. Diverse landuse and landcover which form ‘rich patchwork’ typical of the Principal Settled Farmland 
landscape character type. Moderately tranquil.   

Shallow pond in NW corner, surrounded by trees. Apart from these and hedges / mature trees on N and E boundaries, little or no 
vegetation of note, and planting along lane to N is uncharacteristic and poor quality and lost in places; limited opportunities for 
biodiversity in field but pond, trees and hedges potentially important. Beyond site and immediate surrounds to S, landscape elements 
and features in good condition contributing to landscape and scenic quality of AONB. Very limited tolerance of change. 

Landscape Character Sensitivity =  High to Very High 

Visual Sensitivity:  

In elevated location on spur. Visually prominent within AONB and beyond with panoramic open views to S and potentially visible 
from highly sensitive AONB KEY VIEW VPs in this sector including Caradoc Court URHPG and Sellack Church. Visible from PRsoW 
including Herefordshire Trail along lane on site’s N boundary and PRoW on S boundary which leads to SAM and Grade I church.   

Site’s visual envelope to W, N and E limited by topography, built form and vegetation but visual receptors include tourists v isiting 
the AONB who are of very high sensitivity.  

Intervisibility with significant heritage assets. Site makes very important contribution to rural and historic character, setting and 
context of village and wider AONB.  

Visual Sensitivity = High to Very High 

Overall Landscape Sensitivity: High to Very High Landscape Value = High to Very High  

Landscape Capacity:  

Potential for significant adverse effects on both local and wider AONB landscape character, visual amenity including KEY VIEWS, 
and the setting and context of heritage assets of national importance. Function of site as gap between housing estate to E and SAM 
and church to W would be lost. Development inappropriate in this location.      

Landscape Capacity = Low 

Landscape Character 
Sensitivity 

Visual Sensitivity Overall Landscape 
Sensitivity 

Landscape Value Overall Landscape 
Capacity 

High to Very High High to Very High High to Very High High to Very High Low  

Comments: New, more historically and locally characteristic planting on S side of lane to church could improve land- and 

villagescape character in this area 
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SITE REF: KC08 Location: In historic central core of village, adjacent to church 

Key baseline features & potential constraints in study area: 

 AONB (site & surrounding area) 

 Significant cultural associations & area important for tourism 

 River Wye SSSI / SAC / SWS 

 SAM (tump) c. 20m S of site 

 Grade I listed church & Grade II building adjacent 

  Conservation Area & Grade I church at Hoarwithy 

 Herefordshire Trail along site’s S boundary 

 Public rights of way through / around village 

 Unregistered historic parks and gardens around village 

 Line of Roman road runs through village 

Other issues: Common land strip between road and site boundary may preclude access 

Description of site & immediate surroundings:  

Site is small grassed field currently used for horse-keeping, lying N of lane through historic core of village in between Grade I church 
and Grade II Kings Caple Court. It slopes towards the NW, more steeply near NW boundary. This boundary is contiguous with NW 
boundary of (curtilage listed) churchyard adjacent. SAM (Castle Tump) almost opposite site on S side of lane and theoretically 
intervisible. Site is remnant of medieval field patterns in and around village and a key characteristic of this part of KC. 

Local landscape zone characterised by high quality villagescape along lane on slight incline to church, traditional stone buildings, 
18th C. Kings Caple Court, well-vegetated gardens behind brick wall with mature ornamental trees, and well-wooded tump on high 
point of spur. Trees around church on high ground with distinctive church spire forms significant feature in both local and wider 
AONB landscape. Loss of character along S side of lane opposite Court where planting / boundary treatment uncharacteristic and 
of low quality (scope for considerable improvement).  Zone is distinctly separate from modern residential development to NE, E and 
small cluster to SW due in part to topography of spur. Highly valuable and most sensitive part of village with significant time depth 
and heritage assets. Moderately tranquil.   

Currently, robust, mature vegetation (trees and unmanaged hedges) on all site boundaries apart from at SE corner of site facing W 
façade of Court, which is separated from site by low stone wall and ornamental garden. Strong boundaries form a discrete but 
distinct parcel of land (although views to hills to NW on skyline above trees which contribute to rural setting and character). Old 
maps show important tree cover on boundaries esp. between site and church and field has retained its original shape. On 1839 tithe 
map, field called “Little piece by the church”.  

Herefordshire Trail runs along lane S of site and a PRoW crosses field below site to NW, skirting NW corner and leading to the 
church. Area very popular with tourists especially walkers.  

Common land W of church, on and around Tump, and in narrow strip along verge between road and site boundary. High potential 
for wildlife in surrounding vegetation and other habitats.  

Historic core of village is highly valuable and sensitive to even small changes; it makes a large contribution to the character of the 
villagescape, and in turn, to the wider AONB. Extremely limited tolerance of change.  

Landscape Character Sensitivity =  Very High 

Visual Sensitivity:  

Site has very tight visual envelope due to mature vegetation on boundaries though likely to be less well-screened without leaf cover. 
Visible through gateway along lane and views from receptors in Kings Caple Court to E. Also likely to be visible from high ground N 
of river.  

Site and surrounding vegetation form integral and important part of setting and context of heritage assets within both local and wider 
landscape. It lies within KEY VIEWS into and out of the village.  Visual receptors include tourists visiting the AONB who are of very 
high sensitivity. 

Potential for significant adverse visual effects. 

Visual Sensitivity = High  

Overall Landscape Sensitivity: Very High  Landscape Value = Very High  

Landscape Capacity:  

Potential for significant adverse effects on nationally important heritage assets, land- and villagescape as well as wider AONB, and 
biodiversity. Modern residential development not characteristic of this part of village, and entirely inappropriate in this location due 
to very high sensitivity of receptors.   

Landscape Capacity = Low 

Landscape Character 
Sensitivity 

Visual Sensitivity Overall Landscape 
Sensitivity 

Landscape Value Overall Landscape 
Capacity 

Very High High Very High Very High Low 

Comments: New, more historically and locally characteristic planting on S side of lane to church could improve land- and 

villagescape character in this area  
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SITE REF: KC09 Location: On NW edge of village 

Key baseline features & potential constraints in study area: 

 AONB (site & surrounding area) 

 Significant cultural associations & area important for tourism 

 River Wye SSSI / SAC / SWS 

 SAM (tump) c. 100m SW of site 

 Grade I listed church c. 90m SW of site, Grade II buildings c. 
50m SE of site 
 

 Conservation Area & Grade I church at Hoarwithy 

 Herefordshire Trail runs through village  

 Public rights of way through / around village, one on part of 
site’s NW boundary 

 Unregistered historic parks and gardens around village 

 Line of Roman road runs through village 

 

Other issues:  

Description of site & immediate surroundings:  

Site is a rectangular, sloping, featureless grassed field. Its NE boundary is contiguous with edge of rear gardens to modern 
residential properties along lane out of village to N; its NW boundary is to an unmanaged area of rough grassland (part of Si te 
KC10), beyond a track which is used as access to the fields to the W, with extensive areas of soft fruit grown under polytunnels; to 
the SW are small, traditional fields (one is Site KC08, adjacent to part of site’s SW boundary), with strong, well-vegetated boundaries 
which characterise the slopes below the church and tump. To the SE the land rises towards Kings Caple Court and various buildings 
on N side of lane to church.  

Field has retained its original shape and forms integral part of distinctive traditional local landscape pattern of small-scale agricultural 
fields surrounding village with late Medieval farms and historic parkland influencing setting, although fields enlarged to NW. Local 
landscape zone characterised by diverse landuses, influenced by 20th century houses and gardens and intensive agricultural 
practices to the immediate N, E and W, and by historic buildings and features with significant time depth to the SW and SE, although 
modern development extends to SE. Otherwise sparsely-settled landscape between village and Hoarwithy to W, and site seen in 
context of hills to N of river from some VPs.    

Site is remnant of medieval landscape pattern and planned, sub-regular hedgerow boundaries, diverse landuse and landcover which 
form ‘rich patchwork’ typical of the Principal Settled Farmland landscape character type. It lies in transition zone between village 
and polytunnels, thus important ‘protective’ function as green buffer between the two. Part of open rural setting of village to NW and 
W, and aspect of slope increases influence of site towards these areas.   

Loss of landscape quality and condition beyond site boundaries where intensive agricultural practices result in erosion of key 
elements and features such as field patterns and hedge boundaries, and introduce visually unacceptable paraphernalia. Several 
other detractors in zone such as caravans, telegraph poles, residential edges, unmanaged grassland to N, but good quality AONB 
rural landscape forms setting beyond.  

Boundaries of site generally in mixed condition (with much scope for improvement), some poor or lost but some remnants with good 
mature trees. Apart from the latter, little or no vegetation of note; limited opportunities for biodiversity in field but what left on 
boundaries of some importance. Site makes important contribution to land- and village-scape character. Limited tolerance of change. 

Landscape Character Sensitivity =  High  

Visual Sensitivity:  

Site’s visual envelope limited by local topography, vegetation and built form, but some open views to hill on skyline to N. Views from 
PRoW on NW boundary leading to church, residential properties and potentially from high ground to N. Limited intervisibility between 
site and church / tump due to intervening tall, mature vegetation on boundaries although may be greater degree of visibility in winter 
with no leaf cover. Potential adverse effects on setting of Grade II listed buildings to SE. 

Site does not lie within any KEY VIEW corridors but makes important contribution to rural and historic character, setting and context 
of village and wider AONB. 

Visual Sensitivity = Moderate to High  

Overall Landscape Sensitivity: High  Landscape Value = High  

Landscape Capacity:  

Potential for some adverse effects on heritage assets & local PRsoW. Lies beyond clear edge of settlement to W. Development of 
site would unacceptably extend village beyond traditional core into open countryside, exacerbating effect of existing modern 
residential extension. Would result in unacceptable change in local land- and villagescape character, and likely to give rise to 
unacceptable adverse effects on AONB. Function of site as protective buffer between village and intensive agriculture beyond would 
be lost, and would result in ‘coalescence’ between the two. 

Landscape Capacity = Low to Moderate 

Landscape Character 
Sensitivity 

Visual Sensitivity Overall Landscape 
Sensitivity 

Landscape Value Overall Landscape 
Capacity 

High  Moderate to High High High  Low  Low Mod 

Comments:  
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SITE REF: KC10 Location: On NW edge of village 

Key baseline features & potential constraints in study area: 

 AONB (site & surrounding area) 

 Significant cultural associations & area important for tourism 

 River Wye SSSI / SAC / SWS 

 SAM (tump) in village 

 Grade I listed church c. 200m to S & Grade II buildings c. 
200m to SE 

 Conservation Area & Grade I church at Hoarwithy 

 Herefordshire Trail runs through village 

 PRoW along site’s SW boundary and others through / around 
village 

 Unregistered historic parks and gardens around village 

 Line of Roman road runs through village 

 Part of site is UK BAP Priority Habitat (traditional orchard 

Other issues:  

Description of site & immediate surroundings (for description of wider area, local landscape & settlement see LSCA report):  

Site comprises two gently sloping fields along NW edge of village; the parcel to the SE is a mosaic of what appears to be unmanaged 
vegetation, from rough grassland to scrub and mature trees. Part of site is UK BAP Priority Habitat (traditional orchard). There are 
various buildings on this part of the site. The parcel to the NW is a grassed field; the two are separated by a hedge. The site’s NW 
boundary is to the garden of a modern residential property at NW edge of village with a field to the NE of that (Site KC11). Its NE 
boundary is contiguous with edge of rear gardens to modern residential properties along lane out of village to N. The SE boundary 
is a hedge along a track which is used as access to the fields to the W, with extensive areas of soft fruit grown under polytunnels. A 
sloping grassed field (Site KC09) is to the south of this and beyond, land rises towards Kings Caple Court and various buildings on 
N side of lane to church. To the SW is polytunnel development, but beyond, small, traditional fields with strong, well-vegetated 
boundaries characterise the slopes below the church. 

In 19th C. fields were part of single, larger one but subsequently subdivided for development and mixed landuses. Although original 
pattern eroded, what is left still contributes to distinctive traditional local landscape pattern of small-scale agricultural fields 
surrounding village with late Medieval farms and historic parkland influencing setting, although fields enlarged to NW. Local 
landscape zone characterised by diverse landuses, influenced by 20th century houses and gardens and intensive agricultural 
practices to the immediate N, E and W, and by field below historic buildings and features with significant time depth to the SW and 
SE, although modern development extends to SE. Otherwise sparsely-settled landscape between village and Hoarwithy to W, and 
site potentially seen in context of hills to N of river from some VPs. Site lies in transition zone between village and polytunnels, thus 
important ‘protective’ function as green buffer between the two. Part of open rural setting of village to NW and W.   

Loss of landscape quality and condition beyond site boundaries where intensive agricultural practices result in erosion of key 
elements and features such as field patterns and hedge boundaries, and introduce visually unacceptable paraphernalia. Several 
other detractors in zone such as caravans, telegraph poles, residential edges, but good quality AONB rural landscape forms setting 
beyond. NW, SW and SE boundaries of site are robust, mature hedges with some escaped mature trees in good condition but 
residential edges in mixed condition (with scope for improvement). Likely to be significant ecological interest in parcel to SE, 
especially orchard. Traditional orchards are a vital part of the County’s heritage, biodiversity and landscape (especially historic 
landscape) character, and a most important and valuable resource in all respects. However the site is not shown as orchard on 19th 
C. maps. Boundary and other vegetation also important for biodiversity, even if not locally characteristic.  Site makes important 
contribution to land- and village-scape character. Limited tolerance of change. 

Landscape Character Sensitivity =  High 

Visual Sensitivity (for description of visual amenity and sensitivity of wider area, local landscape & settlement see LSCA report):  

Site’s visual envelope limited by local topography, vegetation and built form. Views from PRoW on SW boundary leading to church, 
residential properties and potentially from high ground to N. Limited intervisibility between site and church / tump due to intervening 
tall, mature vegetation on boundaries although may be greater degree of visibility in winter with no leaf cover. Potential adverse 
effects on setting of Grade II listed buildings to SE. Site does not lie within any KEY VIEW corridors but makes important contribution 
to rural and historic character, setting and context of village and wider AONB. 

Visual Sensitivity = Moderate  

Overall Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate to High  Landscape Value = High  

Landscape Capacity:  

Potential for some adverse effects on heritage assets & local PRsoW. Lies beyond clear edge of settlement to W. Development of 
site would unacceptably extend village into open countryside, exacerbating effect of existing modern residential extension. Would 
result in unacceptable change in local land- and villagescape character, and likely to give rise to unacceptable adverse effects on 
AONB. Function of site as protective buffer between village and intensive agriculture beyond would be lost, and would result in 
‘coalescence’ between the two. If site came forward for development, orchard area should be retained and robustly protected. Area 
could be improved in terms of character. 

Landscape Capacity = Low to Moderate / Moderate 

Landscape Character 
Sensitivity 

Visual Sensitivity Overall Landscape 
Sensitivity 

Landscape Value Overall Landscape 
Capacity 

High  Moderate  High High  Low  Low Mod 

Comments: UK BAP Priority Habitat orchards are protected by HC’s UDP policy NC6 (and the NPPF) 
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SITE REF: KC11 Location: At north western edge of village 

Key baseline features & potential constraints in study area: 

 AONB (site & surrounding area) 

 Significant cultural associations & area important for tourism 

 River Wye SSSI / SAC / SWS 

 SAM (tump) in village 

 Grade I listed church & Grade II buildings in village 

 Conservation Area & Grade I church at Hoarwithy 

 Herefordshire Trail (PRoW) runs through village 

 Public rights of way through / around village 

 Unregistered historic parks and gardens around village 

 Line of Roman road runs through village 

Other issues:  

Description of site & immediate surroundings:  

Site is small field / meadow at NW end of village, at junction of lanes to village to S, and Hoarwithy to W / Pen-allt to E. Situated on 
W / SW-facing slopes of spur, oriented towards open countryside, hills and slopes beyond river, rising to Harewood. Originally part 
of larger field N of village (Site KC10 to S was also part of same field). Now associated with modern residential property adjacent to 
SW. Also residential property at N end of lane opposite site, and along W side of lane into village, to S of site.     

Although original pattern eroded, what is left still contributes to distinctive traditional local landscape pattern of small-scale 
agricultural fields surrounding village with late Medieval farms and historic parkland influencing setting (Aramstone Court 
Unregistered Historic Park and Garden lies c. 180m north of site).  

Local landscape zone characterised by sparsely-scattered settlement beyond village edges, planned, sub-regular hedgerow 
boundaries, diverse landuse and landcover which form ‘rich patchwork’ typical of the Principal Settled Farmland landscape character 
type, although some fields in area to W in particular have been considerably enlarged. Influence of polytunnels to immediate N as 
well as to W and SW, and in parts, intervisible with site.   

Field cannot be said to be in open countryside due to context of residential development on three sides, but is in important location 
at N gateway to village; as it is a corner plot it has prominence and its character will reflect overall character of village. It has also 
retained important characteristics which make valuable contribution to both local and wider land- and villagescape character, in 
particular dense, tall vegetation along lanes, and what may be species-rich meadow. Some loss of landscape quality and condition 
beyond site where intensive agricultural practices result in erosion of key elements and features such as field patterns and hedge 
boundaries, and introduce visually unacceptable paraphernalia, but few other detractors in zone. Moderately tranquil.   

NW, SW and SE boundaries of site are mainly good, mature hedgerows and trees, but boundary with garden of property to SW is 
low fence and line of gappy ornamental vegetation. Boundary hedges and trees important for biodiversity, and potentially flora in 
meadow. Due to context with modern residential development on three sides, this area has some tolerance of change. 

Landscape Character Sensitivity =  Moderate to High / High 

Visual Sensitivity:  

Site’s visual envelope limited in most directions by topography, vegetation and built form but mid-distance, good quality views to 
hills SW of river on skyline (with PRsoW crossing). New development may be visible from PRoW to SW although screened in part 
by house. Views to site from lanes on boundaries possible through gaps in vegetation and gateway, and likely to be more visible in 
winter without leaf cover. Visual receptors include tourists visiting the AONB who are of very high sensitivity. Site does not lie within 
any KEY VIEW corridors and currently has limited intervisibility with heritage assets but makes important contribution to rural and 
historic character, setting and context of village and wider AONB. 

Visual Sensitivity = Moderate 

Overall Landscape Sensitivity: Moderate to High Landscape Value = Moderate to High / High  

Landscape Capacity:  

Limited effects on designated features, heritage assets & local PRsoW. Potential for new development to be accommodated in light 
of modern residential development on boundaries. Limited effects likely on visual receptors on high ground to SW as new built form 
would be well-integrated into existing settlement pattern. However, great reliance placed on boundary vegetation along lanes to 
both screen and maintain landscape character. Important to retain and protect as much of this as possible - if lost or eroded, level 
of significance of effects could increase, especially given site is in sensitive location at village’s N gateway and will determine 
perceived character of village depending on how layout, built form and landscaping treated. Opportunity for very high quality 
architecture but must reflect local vernacular and siting in AONB. If potential for loss of vegetation, effective long-term mitigation 
should be built in (may be feasible if properly managed).  

Landscape Capacity = Moderate to High 

Landscape Character 
Sensitivity 

Visual Sensitivity Overall Landscape 
Sensitivity 

Landscape Value Overall Landscape 
Capacity 

Moderate to High / 
High 

Moderate Moderate / Moderate 
to High 

Moderate to High / 
High 

Moderate  High 

Comments: Built form should be confined to single depth of plot in linear form along lanes and should be single-storey to reflect 

style of houses to S and minimise adverse visual effects. See note above about importance of boundary vegetation. 
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LSCA CRITERIA 
 

Contents: 

Table 1: Landscape Quality  

Table 2: Landscape Value  

Table 3: Overall Landscape Sensitivity  

Table 4: Visual Sensitivity  

Table 5: Landscape Capacity  

 

 

Table 1: Landscape Quality  

Value Definition 

Very Low Areas without valued landscape components or comprising degraded elements and 

features, making negative contribution to aesthetic composition and / or sense of place. 

Widespread erosion and / or loss of elements and features. Widespread detractors 

Low  Areas of limited landscape value, disturbed and lacking coherence and structure. Little or 

no aesthetically pleasing composition. Signs of urbanisation and / or lack of management, 

landscape elements and features eroded and / or lost. Little if any sense of place. Several 

detractors 

Moderate Areas of some value for their landscapes, components combined in an aesthetically 

pleasing composition but showing signs of erosion and loss, in good to fair condition. 

Some loss of, or change to, intrinsic sense of place. Some detractors 

High Areas of value for their landscapes, with components combined in an aesthetically 

pleasing composition, in very good condition, expressing strong sense of place. Few 

detractors 

Very High Areas comprising a strong, clear composition of highly valued landscapes, elements and 

features in robust form and health, expressing a very strong sense of place. Negligible or 

no detractors 
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Table 2: Landscape Value  

Value Definition 

Very Low  Undesignated landscapes  

 Not subject of strategy and / or guidance (unless for restoration) 

 Not representative of landscape type  

 Despoiled / urbanised / industrial areas where change is likely to be long-term or 
permanent 

 Landscapes, elements and features of little or no importance and very resilient to, and 
tolerant of, change 

 Landscapes of very poor quality and in very poor condition with little or no potential for 
improvement 

 Widespread erosion and / or loss of elements and features, as well as key 
characteristics. Make negative contribution to local landscape and / or visual amenity. 
Widespread detractors. 

 Negative aesthetic attributes and scenic quality, negative contribution to key views. 
Many detractors 

 Negligible or no landscape / visual function in wider context (gap, gateway, buffer, 
transition zone, setting, context, focal point, view corridor, panorama etc.) 

 Negative contribution to settlement  

 Negative perceptual qualities (sense of place, scenic beauty, wildness / remoteness, 
tranquillity etc.) 

 The landscape is unlikely to be a reason for the visit  

 Negligible or no cultural associations 

 Negligible time-depth 

 Negligible or no nature conservation, archaeological, historic, geological and / or other 
interest  

 Negligible or no potential for biodiversity 

 Negligible or no contribution to public access and recreation 

 Few if any Green Infrastructure assets 

Low  Undesignated landscapes  

 Unlikely to be subject of strategy and / or guidance  

 Poor representation of landscape type  

 Areas which have lost their intrinsic landscape character due to urbanisation, lack of 
management, changes in pattern and scale etc. 

 Landscapes, elements and features of limited importance and relatively resilient to, 
and tolerant of, change 

 Landscapes of poor quality and in poor condition but with potential for improvement 

 Erosion and / or loss of elements and features, few examples of key characteristics. 
Makes little or no positive contribution to local landscape and / or visual amenity. 
Several detractors. 

 Poor aesthetic attributes and scenic quality, little or no contribution to key views. 
Several detractors 

 Little or no landscape / visual function in wider context  

 Little or no contribution to settlement  

 Few if any perceptual qualities  

 The landscape is unlikely to be one of the main reasons for the visit  

 Few if any cultural associations 

 Limited time-depth 

 Little if any nature conservation, archaeological, historic, geological and / or other 
interest  

 Limited potential for biodiversity 

 Little or no contribution to public access and recreation 

 Limited Green Infrastructure assets 
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Moderate  Locally-designated or undesignated landscapes  

 May be subject of strategy and / or guidance  

 Good to fair representation of landscape type but common 

 May be areas with semi-natural character 

 Landscapes, elements and features of local importance but with some resilience to, 
and tolerance of change 

 Landscapes of good to fair quality and in good to fair condition 

 Elements and features contributing to key characteristics showing signs of erosion and 
/ or loss. May still make positive contribution to local landscape and local visual 
amenity. Some detractors. 

 Good to fair aesthetic attributes and scenic quality, but not contributing greatly to key 
views. Some detractors 

 Limited landscape / visual function in wider context but potentially of local importance  

 Good to fair contribution to settlement of local importance 

 Good to fair perceptual qualities  

 The landscape is unlikely to be one of the main reasons for the visit but makes a 
positive contribution to the experience 

 Good to fair cultural associations 

 Good to fair time-depth 

 Locally-designated areas of nature conservation, archaeological, historic, geological 
and / or other importance  

 Good to fair potential for biodiversity 

 Good to fair contribution to public access and recreation 

 Good to fair Green Infrastructure assets 

High  Locally-designated landscapes  

 May be subject of strategy and / or guidance  

 Very good representation of landscape type and / or uncommon 

 Important natural or semi-natural character 

 Landscapes, elements and features of importance (national or at county-level), with 
very limited resilience and high vulnerability to change 

 Landscapes of very good quality and in very good condition 

 Elements and features widely intact with limited loss or erosion of key characteristics 
and few detractors 

 Very good aesthetic attributes with important scenic quality, key views and few 
detractors 

 Important landscape / visual function  

 Very good contribution to settlement of national or county-wide importance 

 Very good perceptual qualities 

 The quality of the landscape is likely to be one of the main reasons for the visit 

 Important cultural associations 

 Important time-depth 

 Nationally or county-wide designated areas of nature conservation, archaeological, 
historic, geological and / or other importance  

 Very high potential for biodiversity 

 Important contribution to public access and recreation 

 Important Green Infrastructure assets 

Very High  Internationally and / or nationally-designated landscapes  

 Exceptional representation of landscape type and / or rare 

 Significant natural or semi-natural character 

 Landscapes, elements and features of exceptional significance (international or 
national) with extremely limited resilience and very high vulnerability to change 

 Landscapes of exceptional quality and in excellent condition 

 Elements and features intact with no loss or erosion of key characteristics and no 
detractors 

 Exceptional aesthetic attributes with significant scenic quality, iconic views and no 
detractors 

 Significant landscape / visual function 
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 Significant contribution to settlement of international or national importance 

 Exceptional perceptual qualities  

 The quality of the landscape is likely to be the primary purpose of the visit 

 Significant cultural associations 

 Significant time-depth 

 Internationally and / or nationally-designated areas of nature conservation, 
archaeological, historic, geological and / or other importance  

 Significant potential for biodiversity 

 Significant contribution to public access and recreation 

 Significant Green Infrastructure assets 
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Table 3: Overall Landscape Sensitivity  

Value Definition 

Very Low  Landscapes of very low quality as defined by appropriate criteria 

 Landscapes of very low value as defined by appropriate criteria 

 Most elements / features are discordant, derelict, in decline or lost altogether, resulting 
in negative effects on character with all intrinsic sense of place lost. Little prospect of 
improvement 

 Is not important intervening open land between settlement/s.  

 Of little or no importance to the setting of the village as there is little or no distinctive 
break between built form and countryside 

 Open space of little or no importance to the appearance, form and character of the built 
environment 

 Area very resilient to, and tolerant of, change 

 Development could be absorbed into the village without detriment to its character and 
visual amenity, and could improve the current situation 

Low  Landscapes of low quality as defined by appropriate criteria 

 Landscapes of low value as defined by appropriate criteria 

 Several or many elements / features are discordant, derelict, in decline or lost altogether, 
resulting in little or no positive contribution to landscape character and / or visual 
amenity. Limited sense of place. However, potential for improvement  

 Of limited importance as intervening open land between settlement/s 

 Of limited importance to the setting of the village as the break between built form and 
countryside is indistinct 

 Open space of limited importance to the appearance, form and character of the built 
environment 

 Area relatively resilient to, and tolerant of, change 

 Development could be an appropriate extension of, or infill to, the village 

Moderate  Landscapes of moderate quality as defined by appropriate criteria 

 Landscapes of moderate value as defined by appropriate criteria 

 Commonplace elements and combination of features present, generally in good to fair 
condition, some of which could not be replaced but which are a good to fair 
representation of the landscape type but common: generally unremarkable character, 
albeit with some sense of place  

 Forms part of larger area of intervening open land between settlement/s, or perceived 
as such 

 Of some importance to the setting of the village but the break between built form and 
countryside is less distinctive 

 Open space of some importance to the setting, appearance, form and character of the 
built environment 

 Area has some  resilience to, and tolerance of, change 

 Development would have close physical and / or visual association with the village 

High  Landscapes of high quality as defined by appropriate criteria 

 Landscapes of high value as defined by appropriate criteria 

 Distinctive elements and combination of features in very good condition and a very good 
representation of the landscape type. Some could potentially be restored if lost, but they 
make an important and positive contribution to character and sense of place  

 Important intervening open land between settlement/s, or perceived as such 

 Important to the setting of the village by providing a distinctive break between built form 
and open countryside 

 Open space important to the appearance, form and character of the built environment 

 Development would be isolated from the village / settlement and / or would detract from 
important aspects of settlement form and pattern 

 Area has very limited resilience to, or tolerance of, change 
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 Site may be adjacent to settlement edge, but lies outside clear and important boundary 
features defining extent of built form 

Very High   Landscapes of very high quality as defined by appropriate criteria 

 Landscapes of very high value as defined by appropriate criteria 

 Landscapes which make a significant contribution to the special qualities of 
internationally or nationally-designated landscapes 

 Highly distinctive elements and combination of features in excellent condition present 
which are irreplaceable, and make a significant contribution to land- and villagescape 
character and sense of place  

 An excellent example of the landscape type  

 Significant intervening open land between settlement/s, or perceived as such, which may 
be preventing coalescence 

 Of significance to the setting of the village by providing an essential break between 
settlement and countryside 

 Open space essential to the appearance, form and character of the built environment 

 Site completely divorced from village, and / or in very high quality and value open 
countryside 
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Table 4: Visual Sensitivity  

Value Definition 

Very Low  Of little or no importance to the setting of the village such that development would not 
lead to unacceptable visual intrusion into the landscape, with or without mitigation 

 Site is very well-screened from public and private views 

 Development would not be discernible or would enhance views or existing visual 
amenity 

Low  Of limited importance to the setting of the village such that development could be 
integrated into the landscape although possibly only with mitigation 

 Site is fairly well-screened from public and private views 

 Development may be discernible but would not result in loss of, or change to, important 
views or wider visual amenity 

Moderate  Views into and / or out of the village are of some importance but there is scope for 
mitigating potential adverse visual effects  

 Of some importance to the setting of the village but effects of development could be 
mitigated so that visual intrusion in to the landscape is minimised 

 Site is partially open to public or private views where views of the countryside or open 
space are important, or is more open to views in which the countryside or open space is 
of less importance. 

 Development likely to be perceptible but would not significantly alter the balance of 
features or elements within the existing view. 

High  Forms part of important views into and / or out of the village  

 Important to the setting of the village where development would create unacceptable 
visual intrusion into the landscape and successful mitigation unlikely 

 Site is very open to public or private views where views of the countryside or open space 
are very important 

 Development would be uncharacteristically conspicuous and mitigation unlikely to 
reduce adverse effects 

Very High   Forms part of exceptional / iconic views into and / or out of the village  

 Extremely important to the setting of the village where development would create 
unacceptable visual intrusion into the landscape that could probably not be mitigated 

 Site is very open to public or private views where views of the countryside or open space 
are very important 

 Development would be uncharacteristically conspicuous and mitigation unlikely to 
reduce adverse effects 
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Table 5: Landscape Capacity  

Value Definition 

Very High 
 Thresholds for significant change are very high, and much of the area has potential for 

development 

 Would be an appropriate extension of, or infill to, the village, with few if any adverse 
effects on landscape and settlement form, pattern and character or other significant 
designations and / or landscape-related factors  

 Likely to result in an overall improvement, both locally and in the wider area 

High   Thresholds for change are relatively high and the area is able to accommodate 
a proportional level of sensitively-designed new development 

 Development would form an extension of, or infill to, the village which is in keeping 
with its pattern and character 

 May result in improvements to local land- and / or villagescape character and visual 
amenity, subject to sensitive design  

Moderate 
 Development would have close physical and / or visual association with the village and 

is likely to have limited adverse effects on settlement form and pattern; however there 
are potential constraints and potential for adverse effects in other areas 

 Could result in improvement, both locally and in the landscape of the wider area, 
subject to sensitive design and appropriate mitigation 

Low 
 Development would be physically separate from village, and / or extend it into high 

quality and value open countryside.  

 It would detract from important aspects of landscape and settlement form, pattern and 
character or other significant designations and / or landscape-related factors  

 Potential for adverse effects on a landscape and / or designations of national / county-
wide importance 

Very Low  
 Development would be completely divorced from village, and / or in open countryside  

 It would significantly detract from important aspects of settlement form and pattern 

 Potential for significant adverse effects on a landscape and / or designations of 
international / national importance 

 

 

 


